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In this article, experimental observations of limit cycle oscillations (LCO) that precede L-to-H transition are
discussed. Issues are: (1) the existence of zonal flows, (2) spatio-temporal evolutions of turbulence intensity, and
(3) periodic generations/decays of mean radial electric field and density. The role of Reynolds stress to accelerate
the LCO flow is also addressed. The propagation of changes of the density gradient and turbulence amplitude
into the core is commented. Varieties in experimental reports on these issues are explained, and possible origins
of different interpretations are discussed. Problem definitions for the future research for resolution are presented.
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1. Introduction
After the discovery of transition to the H-mode [1],

intensive work has been done to understand the mecha-
nisms that induce the transition to the improved confine-
ment state. Central idea to model the H-mode transition is
the fundamental role of radial electric field (Er) in the tran-
sition and the suppression of turbulence [2, 3]. Although
the strong and localized radial electric field in the trans-
port barrier has been confirmed experimentally [4, 5] and
the suppression of turbulence has also been observed [6–9],
the physics mechanisms of H-mode have not yet been
quantitatively understood.

The validation of models demands the measurement
of nonlinear force on plasmas that causes the transition.
The nonlinear force can be measured by observing the dy-
namical change of radial electric field. Along this line of
thought, the study of limit cycle, which can possibly occur
near the transition boundary, has been investigated theo-
retically. Fundamental mechanisms of the edge-localized
modes (ELMs) [10, 11] in ditherling H-mode have been
discussed; that is, the mechanism has explained in terms of
the LCO among mean Er and transport [12]. Studies of the
zonal flow [13] have been in progress, and another type of
the limit cycle among zonal flow and turbulence was pro-
posed [14]. Extension of the study of dynamics from the
point model to that of one-dimensional spatial profile has
also been developed [15, 16]. Experimental observations
that focus on identifying the nonlinear mechanism were re-
ported in the case of internal transport barrier of CHS [17].
In this case, nonlinear force is dominated by neoclassical
process, and the observed nonlinear force was found to be
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consistent with theoretical predictions.
In the last decade, simultaneous measurements of

electric field and turbulence with high space-time resolu-
tion have been realized. The methods such as HIBP (heavy
ion beam probe) [18–20], Doppler Back Scattering (DBS)
measurement [21, 22], GPI (gas puff imaging) [23, 24],
ALP (array of Langmuir probes) [25–28] are widely used
in experiments. The radial electric field is interpreted in
cases of DBS, GPI and ALP with suitable assumptions,
while it is directly measured by HIBP. Simultaneous mea-
surements of electric field and turbulence have made a no-
ticeable advancement of physics of plasma turbulence re-
cently [29–31].

In order to study the nonlinear mechanism associ-
ated with the H-mode transition, experimental studies have
been made on the limit cycle oscillation (LCO) near tran-
sition boundary in parameter space, i.e., those for the
H-mode in tokamaks [12, 23, 28, 32–41] and for internal
transport barrier for helical plasmas [42, 43]. (The obser-
vation on TJ-II is often referred to as ‘H-mode’. How-
ever, we here classify it as an internal transport barrier by
two reasons. First, the distance of the barrier from the
surface is much longer than the spatial width of the lo-
calized strong radial electric field at the barrier. Second,
owing to the neoclassical mechanism, the observed phe-
nomena in TJ-II have analogy to internal transport barrier
phenomena in CHS.) Prototypical examples of limit cy-
cle oscillations are illustrated in Fig. 1. Figure 1 (a) shows
an example of the periodic burst of Hα signal (JFT-2M),
which was observed in an early phase of the research. Si-
multaneous measurement of turbulence intensity and radial
electric field on TJ-II is quoted in Fig. 1 (b), which forms
a cyclic trajectory on the plane of radial electric field and

c© 2013 The Japan Society of Plasma
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Fig. 1 Self-sustained oscillations in JFT-2M (adopted from [12]) (a) and that from TJ-II (adopted from [43]) (b).

Fig. 2 Results of theoretical models. Model I (left) [12, 33], and model II (right) [14]. In the case of model I, heat flux (top) and gradient
(bottom) are shown (adopted from [33]). The right figure shows the evolution of amplitude of turbulence (solid line), zonal flow
shear (dotted line), and the gradient of ion pressure (dashed line) as a function of input power Q that increases in time t (adopted
from [14]).

turbulence intensity. As the number of observations in-
creases, varieties have also become noticeable. Many of
these discussed the hypothesis that the turbulence drives
zonal flows, which later suppress the turbulence. How-
ever, the assessment of the causality between turbulence
and flow (i.e., which changes first) differs in couple of ar-
ticles. The identification of zonal flows in LCO has not yet
been completed, except some limited cases. The origin of
the oscillatory E × B flow must be identified. The oscilla-
tion of radial electric field and turbulence intensity might
give a clue to understand the other outstanding mystery,
i.e., the rapid change of core confinement after the onset of
L-H transition [44, 45].

It is a time to make a critical assessment on the exper-
iments of limit cycle oscillations (LCO), in order to make
a firm basis for the understanding of the physics of L-H
transition. In this article, we make an assessment of recent
experimental observation on LCO phenomena. Various
discrepancies are put in order, and central issues in vari-
eties in interpretations are formulated in Sec. 2. The prob-
lem definitions for resolution (and possibly unification) are
explained in Sec. 3. Possible further developments in the
study of LCO dynamics are discussed in Sec. 4.

2. Survey of Experimental Observa-
tion

2.1 Background of LCO dynamics
It might be useful to revisit models of limit cycle

oscillations, which are caused by nonlinearities in the
transition mechanism. In theoretical models, turbulence
and turbulent transport are considered to be a nonlinear
function of electric field filed (either mean radial electric
field or zonal flows). In the first model, model I, [12],
the time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau (TDGL) type equa-
tion was modeled for the evolution of mean radial elec-
tric field. On the other hand, in the model II, Volterra-
Lotca type equation was analyzed for the model with
zonal flow, [14]. In the former model, the trajectory in
the space of {global parameter and turbulence intensity}
shows a counter-clockwise (CCW) limit cycle. On the
other hand the trajectory in model II shows a clockwise
(CW) limit cycle. (In this article, we choose a convention
to plot the turbulence intensity in the vertical axis). The
other difference is that, in the model I, the electric field is
employed as a dynamical parameter, while the squared in-
tensity of zonal flow electric field is taken as a variable in
the model II. It has been pointed out, theoretically, that two
types of Limit cycles (CCW and CW) are possible to occur.
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Results of theoretical modelling are quoted in Fig. 2.
The other issue is the rate of acceleration in the limit

cycle oscillation. The rate of acceleration has been pre-
dicted by theories. The origins that can generate (decrease)
radial electric field was summarized as [46, 47]

ε0ε⊥
e
∂

∂t
Er=Γ

anom
e−i −Γlc

i −Γbv
i −Γv∇vi −Γcx

i −ΓNC
i +Γ

NC
e ,

(1)

where ε⊥ is the relative dielectric constant (the ratio be-
tween the dielectric constant and that of the vacuum ε0).
The terms in the RHS of Eq. (1) stand for the processes like
convective loss of waves (first term), ion orbit loss (sec-
ond term), neoclassical bulk viscosity (third term), turbu-
lent Reynolds stress (fourth term), loss by charge exchange
(fifth term), and other neoclassical processes for ions and
electrons, respectively. The relative dielectric constant is
given as

ε⊥ = 1 + 2q2 (plateau regime), (2a)

and

ε⊥ = 1 + 1.6q2/
√
ε (banana regime), (2b)

respectively. As is explained in reviews [13, 46–48], the
dielectric constant is higher in toroidal plasmas, in com-
parison with cylindrical (or slab) plasmas. This has been
explained in two ways. In one way of explanation (the
kinetic description of particle motion), the enhanced di-
electric constant is owing to the larger deviation of parti-
cle orbits from magnetic surfaces (by toroidal drift) [49].
The longer excursion of particles across magnetic surfaces
makes the polarization drift larger, so that the dynamic
change of radial electric field is more easily screened. In
alternative way of explanation (the fluid description), the
poloidal E × B flow is associated with the toroidal return
flow. This is because the E × B velocity in poloidal di-
rection has a finite divergence, which must be compen-
sated by the return flow along the field line for the case
of ω < ωGAM. The direction of this toroidal component is
opposite between inside and outside of torus (being anal-
ogous to the Pfirsch-Schlueter current). As a result, the
low-frequency E × B flow takes a form of helical flow (see
illustration in Fig. 3). The effective inertia for poloidal ac-
celeration increases.

If one focuses on the response of poloidal motion for
the frequency range below GAM frequency, ω < ωGAM,
against the turbulent Reynolds stress and collisional damp-
ing, an equation of motion for the perturbation takes a form

ε⊥
∂

∂t
Vθ = −∇〈ṽr ṽθ〉 − νdampVθ. (3)

Comparing the magnitude of the inertial term (LHS) to the
driving (the first term of RHS), we have a necessary con-
dition that the first term in RHS can sustain the stationary
oscillation of poloidal flow velocity as

|Vθ∇〈ṽr ṽθ〉|
ωLCO|Vθ |2 > ε⊥. (4)

Fig. 3 Flow pattern for low frequency zonal flows (adopted
from [13]).

This condition is more stringent than the case of cylindrical
(slab) plasmas, because ε⊥ > 1 holds.

2.2 Observations of limit cycle oscillations
near transition boundary

Prototypical examples of limit cycle oscillations are
illustrated in Fig. 1. This type of periodic bursts of Hα/Dα
signals and modulation of turbulence intensity has been ob-
served in many experimental devices. Various reports are
summarized in Table 1. This table shows the method of
diagnostics, the frequency of periodic oscillations, radial
location where the LCO occurs, role of mean radial elec-
tric field, presence of zonal flows and the causality among
radial electric field and turbulence intensity. In early stage
(1990’s), measurement of turbulence was limited. This ta-
ble covers the LCO in the L-H transition dynamics as well
as that related with internal transport barrier. Owing to the
neoclassical mechanism, which drives the radial electric
field, the observed phenomena in TJ-II should have a deep
commonality with internal transport barrier phenomena in
CHS [50], which has clearly demonstrated the impact of
zonal flow on turbulence intensity in conjunction with the
formation/decay of transport barriers.

Surveying the Table 1, one sees varieties in experi-
mental reports. In particular, varieties in interpretations are
seen about the causality between the electric field and tur-
bulence, and about the presence of zonal flows. We make
an assessment on the following essential points:

(1) Order in the cycle - Which changes first? The electric
field (mean field or zonal flows) or turbulence inten-
sity?

(2) Presence of zonal flow?
(3) Origin of radial electric field (mean field or zonal

flows) — Does turbulence Reynolds stress suffice?

2.3 Varieties in reports
2.3.1 Order in the cycle

The temporal order among changes of electric field
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Table 1 Experimental reports on limit cycle oscillations near the transition boundary. Direction of cyclic dynamics, CW and CCW, is
defined on the plane, where the absolute value of radial electric field is in the horizontal axis, and the turbulence intensity is in
the vertical direction.

Fig. 4 Phase relations between electric field and fluctuations: DIII-D (adopted from [37]) (a) and EAST (adopted from [36]) (b). The
change of phase relation which was observed on HL-2A (adopted from [39]) (c).

and turbulence intensity in TJ-II [43] has stimulated the
idea that the limit cycle might be caused by the nonlin-
ear dynamics in the system of zonal flow - turbulence.
That is, the temporal order is consistent with the theoreti-
cal picture that the high intensity of turbulence causes the
growth of radial electric field of zonal flows, which later
suppresses the turbulence. (Once the turbulence is sup-
pressed, the radial electric field starts to decrease due to
the collisional damping.) Owing to the fact that the or-
der can give a clue to identify the causality, the temporal
order in the limit cycle has been studied intensively. The
outcome is that the direction in limit cycle dynamics looks
to differ from device to device (Fig. 4). In the report [37],

observation on DIII-D tokamak shows that the electric field
changes with the phase delay with respect to the turbu-
lence intensity, confirming the observation on the TJ-II
(Fig. 4 (a)). However, EAST tokamak reported that there is
no phase delay between them, that is, the fluctuation inten-
sity changes oppositely with respect to the radial electric
field [36] (Fig. 4 (b)). Various results on the direction of
cycle have been reported, even from one device [37, 51].
In addition, an opposite direction of circulation was re-
ported from recent analyses on data from HL-2A [39, 40]
(Fig. 4 (c)) and JFT-2M [41].
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Fig. 5 Wave number of electric perturbation in LCO. The result in DIII-D (adopted from [37]) shows a finite radial wave number ∼
0.7 /cm (a). The phase delay of potential perturbation with respect to the Hα oscillation is shown as a function of radius in JFT-2M
plasmas (adopted from [41]) (b). In this case, very small radial wave number is obtained (b).

2.3.2 Presence of zonal flow

The conclusion of the presence of zonal flow waits
further analyses.

First, the report from ASDEX-U has identified the ex-
istence of GAMs [35]. This was concluded by the fre-
quency of oscillations. The study of JFT-2M has shown
that GAMs appear in the L-mode but disappears before
the LCO happens [41]. In other experiments, GAMs were
not reported in LCO. Therefore it is evident that there are
(at least) two types of limit cycle state (i.e., with GAMs
and without GAMs). The phase diagram for the appear-
ance of GAMs has been discussed in literature [52], so that
assessment in such a phase diagram will be a productive
approach.

Next, although zonal flows are conjectured in many
reports, the evidence for the presence of zonal flows in
LCO plasmas was limited so far. In this article, we em-
ploy the criteria for the zonal flows as:

(i) ZFs are constant on magnetic surface, and are not
associated with electron density perturbation (in the
lowest order of ion gyroradius effect),
(ii) ZFs have substantial radial wavenumber,
(iii) ZFs are driven primarily by turbulence Reynolds
stress.

These criteria are chosen following the review [13].
To the best of authors’ knowledge, there has not been

a report, which confirmed that the observed oscillatory
electric field satisfies these three criteria simultaneously.
In supporting the presence of zonal flow, DIII-D has shown
that criteria (i) and (ii) are satisfied [37]. The radial wave
number, ∼ 0.7 /cm, was reported (Fig. 5 (a)). On the other
hand, further analysis seems necessary for judging the cri-
teria (iii). It is claimed that the magnitude of the drive by
turbulence Reynolds stress is consistent with what is neces-
sary to sustain the observed E × B flow [38]. However, the
care is necessary for the dielectric constant in toroidal plas-
mas [46–49], and further studies are required. The same
applies to the study on EAST. The report [36] claims that
zonal flows are identified from the consideration of energy

balance of E × B flow. Nevertheless, criterion (ii) is not
confirmed in the report. The dielectric constant is not in-
vestigated completely, either. In contrast to these reports,
the analysis on JFT-2M has shown that both the criteria (ii)
and (iii) are not satisfied, i.e., there are no zonal flows in
the LCO [41]. It is possible that (a) there are two types
LCO (being discriminated by the presence of zonal flows),
or that (b) more precise study in future will resolve present
apparent differences. The more detailed study on the cause
of E × B flows is necessary.

2.3.3 Origin of radial electric field (mean field or
zonal flows)

As is mentioned in preceding subsection, turbulence
Reynolds stress is often considered to drive the observed
oscillating E×B flow velocity. If one quotes the dynamical
equations from [38], they have the structure as

∂

∂t
ṽ2⊥ = γeff ṽ

2
⊥ − γpl

cesorṽ
2
⊥ − 〈ṽr ṽθ〉′VLF

E×B, (5a)

∂

∂t
VLF

E×B
2 = 〈ṽr ṽθ〉′VLF

E×B − νLFVLF
E×B

2, (5b)

where ṽ2⊥ is the turbulence energy density (per unit mass)
and VLF

E×B
2 is the flow energy density (per unit mass). In this

system of equations, the relative dielectric constant is taken
to be unity. The measured value of the Reynolds stress is
substituted into the work done by the stress, and Ref. [38]
commented that the work 〈ṽr ṽθ〉′VLF

E×B plays a substantial
role in inducing the increase of flow energy. A similar ar-
gument was applied to the EAST tokamak [36].

In the analysis of JFT-2M data, the enhancement of
dielectric constant in toroidal plasmas (ε⊥ = 1 + 2q2 in
plateau regime) is taken into consideration. From the equa-
tion of motion, the oscillatory velocity, which is induced by
the oscillatory Reynolds stress at the angular frequency of
ωLCO, is evaluated as

δ|VE×B| ∼ |Πrθ |L−1ε⊥−1ω−1
LCO. (6)

Here, the magnitude of force in poloidal direction per unit
mass, ∂Πrθ/∂r, is evaluated as |Πrθ |L−1, and L ∼ 1 cm is
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Fig. 6 periodic changes of Reynolds stress and electric field at
LCO frequency (JFT-2M) (adopted from [41]).

used for the scale length of radial gradient of Πrθ. Fig-
ure 6 illustrates the periodic changes of various quantities
at the frequency of limit cycle oscillation. Modulation am-
plitude of Πrθ is evaluated as |Πrθ | ∼ 5 × 104 m2/s2. By use
of parameters |Πrθ |L−1 ∼ 5 × 106 m/s2, ωLCO ∼ 3 × 104 s,
and ε⊥ ∼ 20 for q ∼ 3, one has the amplitude of modula-
tion δ|VE×B| ∼ 10 m/s. This contribution is much smaller
than the observed modulation of E×B velocity in the LCO
(∼ 500 m/s). Another important finding is the phase be-
tween the Reynolds stress force and the acceleration of the
velocity. Figure 6 demonstrates that the phases in LCO
of Reynolds stress force and the E × B velocity are close
to each other, i.e., the phase difference between force and
acceleration is close to π/2. This also indicates that the
Reynolds stress force is not the main origin of accelera-
tion in LCO. The conclusion on JFT-2M observation was
that the drive by turbulence Reynolds stress remains partial
contribution for the oscillatory E × B oscillation.

3. Resolutions and Possible Unifica-
tion
We here discuss a few physics issues, which might

induce variances of the statements on the LCO observation
on various devices. Studies of experimental data by noting
these aspects will be a relevant problem definition for the
future experimental research.

3.1 E × B flow and fluctuations
In order to analyze the temporal order of changes (in

electric field and turbulence intensity), one must carefully
consider whether the phase of zonal flow (or temporally
varying mean electric field) is resolved or the long time
average of zonal flow intensity is followed. It looks that
there is confusion in comparing the radial electric field (ei-
ther mean electric field or zonal flow electric field) with the
model picture of dynamical evolution. Figure 7 illustrates
the short-time dynamics as well as the long-time dynamics
of the zonal flow and drift wave fluctuations. In a short

Fig. 7 the short-time dynamics (top) as well as the long-time
dynamics (bottom) of the zonal flow and drift wave fluc-
tuations (adopted from [13]). The ellipse stands for pack-
ets of drift waves, and arrows indicate zonal flows. Bold
arrow on wave packet denotes the wave vector.

time (which is shorter than the auto-correlation time of
zonal flows), the sapatio-temporal phase of electric field,
which fluctuations feel, is well defined (Fig. 7 top). In con-
trast, in a long run, the direction of zonal flow varies in
a statistical manner (Fig. 7 bottom).

Review article [13] explains the two limiting cases. In
the short time scale (the time scale that resolves zonal flow
oscillation), fluctuation is subject to the bounce motion in
the trough of the zonal flow [53] as is illustrated in Fig. 7
top. Drift wave fluctuations, described as a quasi-particle
in the field of zonal flow, obey the equation of packets mo-
tion. Within a decorrelation time of fluctuations, they show
the bounce motion in the trough, that is packets are trapped
in the trough. As a result of this trapping mechanism, tur-
bulence intensity is predicted to be high at the zonal flow
trough.

In the time scale, which is longer than the decorrela-
tion time of drift wave packets, the envelope of the wave
intensity is employed. The dynamics of the drift wave in-
tensity is described by Eq. (5a), and this equation shows the
sensitivity of the turbulence intensity to the phase of zonal
flow. When the turbulence Reynolds stress is induced by
the disparate-scale interaction with zonal flow, the stress is
proportional to the gradient of the radial electric field, i.e.,
〈ṽr ṽθ〉 ∝ E′r. Thus, the power absorbed from turbulence by
the flow has a relation

〈ṽr ṽθ〉′VLF
E×B ∝ −Er

∂2

∂r2
Er. (7)

This relation indicates that the impact on the turbulence
intensity is prominent at the spatial location where Er takes
the minimum or maximum.

In the longer space scales, the dynamical behaviour is
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Fig. 8 Turbulence modulation due to low-frequency zonal flows
in CHS. (a) Temporal evolutions of wavelet spectrum
of electric field fluctuations E defined as Δφ = E Δr,
where Δr is the distance between the two spatial chan-
nels. Color bar units: V2 kHz−1. (b) Evolution of the
zonal flows, ZA(t). Blue dashed line indicates the evo-
lution of zonal flow amplitude using wavelet analysis,
Env[ZA; t]. (c) FFT spectrum of wavelet power modu-
lation in the frequency range from 30 to 100 kHz, PM.
Black dashed line, Pzonal, represents the electric field fluc-
tuation in the zonal flow range. (d) Conditional averages
of wavelet power spectra around the local maxima and
minima of the zonal flow (adopted from [54]).

described by following the evolution of envelope of zonal
flows. The envelope is obtained by spatially-averaging the
quadratic intensity of zonal flows. After partial integral

−
∫

dr Er
∂2

∂r2
Er =

∫
dr |E′r |2 = 〈U2〉, (8)

where U is the vorticity of zonal flow, the nonlinear inter-
action between drift wave turbulence and zonal flows has
been described, by using the intensities of drift waves zonal
flow, as

∂

∂t
〈N〉 = γL〈N〉 − γ2〈N〉2 − α〈U2〉〈N〉, (9a)

∂

∂t
〈U2〉 = −γdamp〈U2〉 + α〈U2〉〈N〉. (9b)

Here, 〈N〉 is the action density of the drift wave turbulence.
It should be noted that the quantity 〈U2〉 and 〈N〉 are vari-
ables, which change slower than the wavelength of zonal
flow oscillations.

These two kinds of responses of turbulence against
zonal flow have been confirmed by experiments [54]. Fig-
ure 8 (a) illustrates the evolution of zonal flow electric field
and spectrum of high frequency turbulence. The high fre-
quency turbulence appears intermittently, and high inten-
sity appears when the zonal flow electric field is negative.
This dependence on the sign of zonal flow electric field is
quantified by showing the conditional-averaged frequency
spectrum. Figure 8 (b) shows the power spectrum of tur-
bulence in the time windows of minima and maxima of
zonal flow electric field. The turbulence intensity is un-
ambiguously higher in the time window where zonal flow
electric field is negative. In a long-time average, the depen-
dence of turbulence intensity on the zonal flow intensity is
different. In Fig. 8 (b), the dotted line indicates the ‘enve-
lope’ of zonal flow intensity, i.e., the longer-time average
of zonal flow intensity, where the integration time for aver-
age is longer than the period of zonal flow oscillation. The
correlation between the longer-time average of zonal flow
intensity and turbulence intensity is demonstrated in [54]
too. A monotonic dependence of the turbulence intensity
on the squared intensity of zonal flows is shown. In this
case, the dependence on the sign of zonal flow electric field
is averaged out.

Comparing the prototypical dynamics in two limiting
cases, one sees that the interaction in the short time scale is
dependent on the sign of the radial electric field, while in-
teractions of the long-time averages are independent of the
sign of the zonal flow electric field (because the quantities
are averaged in time longer than the period).

3.2 Acceleration of poloidal flow and nonlin-
ear force that induces the H-mode

The next is an absolute value of nonlinear force that
induces the H-mode.

The observation of the temporal dynamics of the ra-
dial electric field (LHS of Eq. (1)) can be compared to the
various driving terms. The analysis has been performed on
the LCO of internal transport barrier of CHS [17] (Fig. 9).
From the time derivative of the radial electric field, the net
radial current was evaluated. The nonlinear Jr[Er] curve
was obtained (Fig. 9 (b)). This nonlinear Jr[Er] curve was
compared to the neoclassical component, which is consid-
ered to be dominant in helical system CHS. This study
has also given an experimental verification that the toroidal
dielectric constant is enhanced following Eq. (2a). This
approach, which was successful in the case of LCO in
CHS internal transport barrier, can also be applicable to
the study of LCO near L-H boundary.

4. Future Works
Further important researches can be developed by an-

alyzing the LCO dynamics.
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Fig. 9 From the time derivative of the radial electric field, the net
radial current was evaluated. (CHS) (adopted from [17]).
(a) The solid and dashed lines show the radial current and
electric field, respectively. (b) Experimental radial cur-
rent as a function of radial electric field. The open circles
are plotted in every 64 micro seconds. (c) Diagram of
calculated radial electric field and radial current using a
neoclassical formula. This diagram shows critical condi-
tions to cause transition based on bifurcation.

4.1 Propagation of the LCO dynamics into
the core

One is the propagation of the response of LCO into
the core plasma. The fast change of core transport at the
onset of H-mode transition has been known for more than
20 years [44, 45]. Recently, fluctuations that could in-
duce rapid transmission of change of transport have been
searched for [55–62]. The response of LCO provides
a good opportunity to observe the response of core plasma
against the change at the edge. Initial study on the LCO in

Fig. 10 L-H transition boundary in the space of radial electric
filed near edge (adopted from [63]).

JFT-2M has indicated the propagation of the modification
of density gradient and turbulence intensity from edge to
core [41].

4.2 Critical condition for the onset of transi-
tion

The other is a study of the critical condition for tran-
sition. The study on HL-2A has shown the presence of
two types of limit cycle oscillations [39]. One is CW and
the other is CCW (See Fig. 4 (c)). It was suggested that
the bifurcation from one type of limit cycle to the other
type occurs if the absolute value of the radial electric field
reaches a critical value. This critical value is close to a cri-
terion of normalized radial electric field eρpEr/Ti ∼ O(1)
(where the ion temperature is assumed to be equal to the
electron temperature). The observations on ASDEX-U in-
dicated that the states of discharge (L-mode, LCO and
H-mode) are separated by the minimum radial electric
field near edge [63]. In a wide range of plasma density,
the critical value of radial electric field was reported to
be Er ∼ −15 kV/m (Fig. 10). For the ion temperature of
Ti ∼ 200 eV, the normalized radial electric field satisfies
the relation eρpEr/Ti ∼ −1. This magnitude is close to
the condition where the bifurcation of radial electric field
can occur [2, 64–66]. Along this line of thought, an em-
phasis is made on the importance of ion pressure gradi-
ent in [63]. This is because the ion pressure gradient is
one of strong driving force for the mean electric field. It
should be noted that the radial electric field does not slave
to the ion pressure gradient [2,46,47,64]. Measurement on
JT-60U has also shown that the electric field can change
without substantial change of ion pressure gradient [67],
as is demonstrated in Fig. 11. Such a sudden change of
radial electric field was reported to occur near the con-
dition eρpEr/Ti ∼ 1. In LCO, the phase difference be-
tween the density gradient and radial electric field is also
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Fig. 11 The relation between the ion temperature gradients (at
∼ 3.9 cm inside the separatrix) and the E × B shearing
rate (adopted from [67]).

reported [41]. The deviation between the temporal evolu-
tion between radial electric field and ion pressure gradient
can be important in the transition to the H-mode. The tran-
sition without zonal flow is also discussed in [68]. The
model in [2] was extended to include the drive by turbu-
lence (the 4th term in the RHS of Eq. (1)) [69]. It is shown
that a sudden change of radial electric field was reported to
occur near the condition eρpEr/Ti ∼ −1 for the wide range
of collisionarity.

The simulation study is also in progress. In the
transport modeling simulations, integrated modeling sys-
tems have been applied to the H-mode physics. An in-
tegrated simulation model of core and scrape-off-layer
(SOL)/divertor transport has been developed, in which
a 1.5D core code TOPICS-IB and a 2D divertor code
SONIC are coupled [70]. The dynamic simulation for the
L/H transition in JT-60SA is carried out by this integrated
code using a current-diffusive ballooning mode (CDBM)
transport model [15, 47] that includes the E × B shearing
effect. The impact of SOL/divertor transport on the L/H
transition, and the evolution of the core transport after the
transition has also been studied. This integrated simula-
tion has indicated that the understanding of the rapid re-
sponse in the core transport after the transition at the edge
[45] is a real challenge for simulations. The other is the
transport simulation on L-H transition using CDBM trans-
port model, taking account of toroidal rotation effect (more
consistent force balance relation) into the 1.5D integrated
transport code TOPICS [71]. The rotation and barrier for-
mation in multi-ion-species plasmas has also been studied.
A two-fluid transport code TASK/TX [72] was developed,
in which the equations of motion for electrons and ions
are directly solved and the rotation and the radial electric
field are self-consistently described. The radial profiles of

poloidal and toroidal rotations for impurity and bulk ions
and that of radial electric field are systematically studied
with and without transport barriers [73]. The direct non-
linear simulations have demonstrated some essential fea-
tures of transition. In the fluid turbulence simulations, in
which the neoclassical model for damping of the mean ra-
dial electric field is included, the appearance of a strong
and localized mean radial electric field at the plasma edge
is reproduced [74, 75]. Emerging result has reported from
kinetic simulations. The transition to the internal transport
barrier was reported to occur in gyrokinetic simulations, if
one introduces a model external source [76].

In analyzing the plasmas in the regime of eρpEr/Ti ∼
−1, more emphasis must be placed on the poloidal struc-
ture of the barrier. In this regime, the possibility of poloidal
shock has been pointed out [77], for which explanation is
developed in Chap.21 of [47]. Two-dimensional structure
of the transport barrier has been studied, and the enhanced
ion pinch has been discussed [78,79]. Transport modeling,
which takes into account the toroidal effects, has been de-
veloped [80]. The consideration of toroidal dielectric con-
stant has cast a problem in the one-dimensional model,
which is based on a dynamics of slab (cylindrical) plasmas.
More detailed analysis on the toroidal effects is essential in
understanding of the physics of L-H transition.

The other approach to better understanding is the
detailed study of transition, which is induced by exter-
nal drives. Studies of the transition physics have been
performed in experiments using biased electrodes in the
plasma periphery [81, 82]: As the applied voltage was
increased, the radial electric field bifurcation occurred at
some critical point, manifested by a reduction of the elec-
trode current, an increase of the core density, etc. The spa-
tial profile of the radial electric field at the plasma edge
showed a change from a flat one before bifurcation to
a peaked one after bifurcation. The peak of the radial elec-
tric field was localized at the mid-radius between the elec-
trode and the limiter [82]. Theory of induced bifurcation
was developed in Ref. [83], where the radial current was
evaluated by the neoclassical radial flux. By employing
a model form of the electric conductivity and an anomalous
ion viscosity, the radial structure of the electric field was
analyzed, and a solitary radial electric field and a transition
have been obtained [84]. The bifurcation from the state
of a single peak to that with double peaks has been pre-
dicted theoretically [85]. Recent experiment on LHD has
demonstrated the bifurcation to the state of double peaks
of localized radial electric field [86]. The measurement of
turbulence is made simultaneously. It was found that the
turbulence is localized in the trough of the (positive) ra-
dial electric field. An asymmetry of turbulence intensity
between the trough and peak of radial electric field is ob-
served. That is, the curvature of the radial electric field
plays an important role in the evolution of turbulence. The
dependence of suppression of turbulence on curvature can
leads the exchange of energy of turbulence between differ-
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ence places via mean/meso radial electric field, which has
been observed on a basic experiment device [87].

At this moment, the experimental observations of crit-
ical condition have not yet been summarized in terms of the
edge radial electric field. The deviation of radial electric
field from the component, which is driven by neoclassical
process, is one of keys for bifurcation. The dependence of
the fluctuation intensity on the sign of radial electric field
suggests a possibility that the absolute value of the radial
electric field plays important role in determining the transi-
tion boundary. Careful study of nonlinear response in LCO
will give quantitative understanding for the critical condi-
tion of the L-H transition.

5. Summary
In this article, we make an assessment of recent exper-

imental observation on LCO phenomena. An assessment is
made focusing on the following essential points:

(i) Which changes first? The electric field (mean field
or zonal flows) or turbulence intensity?
(ii) Are zonal flows present?
(iii) Does the turbulence Reynolds stress play a cen-
tral role in driving radial electric field (mean field or
zonal flows)?

Surveying the Table 1, one sees varieties in experimental
reports. In particular, differences are seen about the causal-
ity between the electric field and turbulence, and about
the presence of zonal flows. Various different interpreta-
tions are put in order, and central issues are formulated.
A key to these differences in interpretations is discussed.
Several critical conditions for the Reynolds stress to in-
duce oscillatory flow are deduced. The problem definitions
are developed. Possible further developments in the study
of LCO dynamics are discussed. More detailed analysis
on the toroidal effects (e.g., toroidal dielectric constant,
possible poloidal shock, etc.) is essential in understanding
the physics of L-H transition. Along this line of problem
definition for experimental studies, the understanding of
H-mode physics will be much deeper in the future.
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